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ABSTRACT
Discussions of the communicative approach to language

teaching are often confusing because different definitions are
ascribed to communicative competence in the teaching context. Its
definition as the appropriate use of the sociocultuLal rules for
language use in spontaneous interaction is preferred; this definition
makes possible more precise testing of communicative proficiency. An
ethnographic study of features of effective classroom activities in
bilingual education has these implications for the communicative
approach and instruction in English an a second language: (1) good
teachers do make a difference; (2) methods and materials are not as
important as meaningful and interesting activities, on-task focus,
clear activity objectives, and comprehensible feedback; (3) to the
degree that teachers can incorporate these principles in their
classroom activities, students should learn English. It seems,
moreover, that communicative language teaching by its nature already
does, or easily can, incorporate all of these features. Whether or
not the communicative approach is adopted, an approach to language
teaching that incorporates genuine communication in the classroom is
df:sirable. (MSE)
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Communicative Competence and Language Teaching:
Second Thoughts

CHRISTINA BRATT PAULSTON

Introduction and Background
It is frequently commented that it takes some twenty years for new
academic concepts and insights to become commonplace in the
teaching of our public schools. That is also the case with the notion
of communicative competence and language teaching. Twenty years
ago, in 1964, Gumperz and Hymes edited a special issue of the
American Anthropologist with the title of "The Ethnography of
Communication" (Gumperz and Hymes, 1964). This publication
was the basis of their later Directions in Sociolinguistics: The Ethno-
graphy of Communication (1972) of which "t he theoretical goal .., is
best Illustrated by the notion of communicative competence: what a
speaker needs to know to communicate effectively in culturally
significant settings" (Gumper: and Hymes, 1972: vii). Ten years ago
I wrote an article "Linguistic and Communicative Competence"
(1974) which I believe was the first attempt to work out the implica-
tions for language teaching from Dell Hymes' notion of com-
municative competence (1972), The time has come to take stock.

The concern for communicative language teaching surfaced on
both sides of the Atlantic as early as the late sixties (Oiler and
Obrecht, 1968; Jakobovits, 1969; Rutherford, 1968; Wardhaugh,
1969; etc.) Partially it was a reaction against the mechancial nature
and boring activity of drills in the audio-lingual method, but com-
municative competence was also a counter-concept to Chomsky's
(1957) notion of competence in theoretical linguistit.s. In my own
work, I joined an insistence on using language at least some of the
lime for communicative purposes (1970), with, later, a rationale
firmly based on Hymes' communicative comptence (1974).

What do we mean by communicative competence in language
icaching9 People mean two different things with it, and it is often
contusing because it is not clear which definition they have in mind.
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Rivers (1973) and those who work with foreipt knew. Isaddmi is
the Urgtei States tend to define communicative competence as sim-

ply linguistic interaeln in the target Manage: the ability to te
tion in a truly conuni,flit.stive setting; that is, in a spontaneons tran-
saction involving one or more other persons" (3mission, 1978: 12).

People who work in ESL, on the other hand, tend to use com-
municative competence in Hymes' rine to include not only tht
linguistic fotins of the language but also its social Ma, the knew-
ledge of when, how, and to whom it is appropriate to use
forms. In the latter view, the objectives of language teaching are

to include the socio- cultural rules for WSWe use, not as an add

cultural component, but as an integral part of the language taught.

To wit, there are rules in American &Wish not only for forming
grammatically correct wh-questions but also for the topic of ques-

tions which are admissable and socially appropriate. A Jaws*
banker some years ago when I was promoted to associate professor

asked me how old I was to be so promoted. I simply did not answer

his question because I thought it was both inappropriate and in-
admissabk. I told him instead that age had nothing to do with it
which he, in his turn, fobnd a very peculiar remark.

Finally, in addition to these two common definitions of com-

municative competence in language teaching, for purposes of
research, Canale and Swain (1979, 1980) in their review of the

literature on communicative competence suggest three sub-

components: grammatical, discourse, and sociolinguistic com-
petence which together make up communicative competence. Gram-

matical competence is just that, a knowledge of lexical itemsand the

rules of morphology, syntax, sentence-grammar semustics, and

Phonology (1979: 54). Discourse competence is "defined as the abili-

ty to produce and recognize coherent and cohesive text (1983: 5)",
while sociolinguistic competence it "defined as the ability to produce

and recognize socially appropriate language within a given socio-

cultural context (1983: 9), i.e., Hymes' social rules of language use.
This tripartite definition makes possible a more precise testing in the

proficiency of communicative competence.
The title of this conference Communicative Language Teach-

ing (CLT) wisely begs the question and allows whatever definition
yon choose to work with. That choice is important and will to a
considerable degree decide goals and objectives as well as syllabi and
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: curtkulum of language teaching. In the remainder of this paper I will
- itee.ommunicative competence as I have always done to refer to the

..

tuslwopological sense of socio-cultural rules for language use and
al. CLT primarily to refer to spontaneous oral interaction in
.9111.111. .

.4

Ulm* and Lammas, Teaching
Now, there is very little new in language teaching as a quick

psniial of Kelly's 25 Centuries' of Language Teaching will attest to.
IL. Aquiline introduced the use of "dialogs", these were pattern
thilli in the tiiddle Ages; the scholatics taught patterns of politeness
and rudeness in a sort of notional/functional approach (only, of
coma, they didn't all it that), grammar-translation goes back to the
Oreeke and before. Even the Hittites 2000 BC did grammar transla-
tion. There is s limit on what a teacher can do to tt class; there are
just an many activities students can undertake in a classroom, and
wills the emotion of new technological advances, them is very little
new at the technique level. (Except, maybe, the Silen: Way.)

What does change is the combination and constellation of
techniques into methods as well as all the theories that attempt to ac-
count for them. The fact of the matter is that we really don't know
how to account for language acquisition, and so we have a lot of
theories which come and go. We also have some remarkable methods
at present and you can make the case that communicative language
teaching is a method. How do we take stock?'

Jack Richard's 1983) in his plenary TESOL address "The
Secret Life of Methods" points out that facts have very little to do
with the evaluation of methods:

This rarely followed option involves empirical demnnstretion or
Ur validity of a method's claims, for example, through
documented research which demonstrates precisely what
learners achieve as a result of instruction. This route is difficult
to carry out, and since its findings may not necessarily be the
ones we hoped for, there is not a single serious piece of research
published to demonstrate precisely what learners learn from a
Notional syllabus, from Communicative language Teaching,
Silent Way, or most of the other methods which countless jour-
nal articles advocate with such enthusiasm (Richards, 1983 I I).
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Richards is debt, with one exoepdon, that we mally.have no Asia a
to leaching efficacy to support di the enthusiastic Motor this pate
of new sometimes called humanistic methods, the smoke is com-
municative language teaching. As early as 196$, "Dipbnclit
(1968) concluded from an experimental study that oommolitative
Activity should be a central point of pattern drills *atilt/40(1y fitst
stages of language learning. Savignoli's wieldy died dtimIlMa
1971 confirmed beyond doubt that language tall
language for purpole of communication, for istdirildhoses
across, was a more Widest process Of learning than theaddiaNined
type pattern drills. But Richards is right that we don't Mae haw
communicative language teaching compares with any of she ether re.
cent methods on the basic of facts. It seems inconceivable In melba
some of these new methods would be a more eldest way of
teaching language but there are no data to prove it one way or the
other.

So stock taking in a scientific fashion based on hard data hone
experimental comparisons becomes impossible. How than am I
make a judgment? Basically, I can know in two ways asaytabis,to
academics: through vadatl experience and empirical evidence or
through theoretical speculations or knowledge of others' theoryand
model building, the linking of constructs into propodtione and hat-
related hypotheses. Teachers have in time honored fashion through
trial-and-error sorted out in their dassroom what will and wItl,pot
work, even though they do not necessarily know why and how it
works. It is an empiridsm, born of the necessity of the teaching
situation, which is basically divorced from theory. As such, it has
very little prestige in Academia. Prestige lies with theoretical specula-
tions of the kind which allows me to reason e.g., that the Importance
of the role which we assign these days to inptit in the language ac-
quisition process will argue against a method which limits the
teacher's utterance of a new word to one occurrence as it does in the
Silent Way. Preferably :.ou want your theory to explain your em-
pirical data, but if I had to choose one or the other and i am now
only talking about language teaching and learning of which we knv.v
sovery little I would prefer the judgement of common sense class-
room teachers to that of theoretical speculations. Ignoring teacher
judgments can be an expensive proposition.

Current theories of language acquisition very much support
-nunicative activities in the classroom but there are no learning
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theories which can be stretched to motivate communicative com-
.petence in Hymes' sense. The theories for the latter come from
anthropology and support what should be taught, not how. Since we
can draw on neither learning theories nor empirical evidence, we are
reduced to practical experience and common sense in making our
claims and judgement about communicativecompetence in language
teaching, no more, no less.

I want to conclude this section ofmy paper with two comments
on methods in general. One is that methods probably are not very
important in accounting for language learning results. Given the
social setting and the super/Abordinate relationship between ethnic
groups which contribute to one learning the other's language, given
what it takes to provide opportunity and motivation, it is very un-
likely that methods will play any greater importance. That is pro-
bably another reason2 why it is so difficult to get conclusive evidence
in experimental design research comparing various methods. As
Lennart Levin concluded, tongue-in-cheek, after a major Swedish
study "All methods are best" (1969).

The other comment is to explain the at times puzzling popular-
ity of many of the new methods. You can with Kuhn (1971) talk of
paradigm shift in the sciences and sketch the anatomy of the Chom-
skyan revolution which did have a great influence in toppling the
audiolingual school of thought, or yon can simply talk of fashions in
language teaching which like our skirts go up and down. Skirt
lengths have nothing to do with common sense and Suggestopedia is
in vogue.; Nor does it have anything to do with common sense.

Second Thoughts

Where does all this leave us with language teaching and com-
municative competence? I do indeed have second thotights. I regret
to say that I think we have gone too far, and that the swing of the
pendulum of high fashion has carried us off the Middle Road of
good judgement and common sense. I have three reasons for this
concern.

The first two reasons both have to do with the material to be
taught, with the specific teaching points. I am not here really con-
cerned with whether the syllabus should be organind according to a
structural/linguistic content or according to functions and speech
acts, although that is a very important matter that has never been
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satisfactorily worked out!
. The problem lies with the bask descriptien of oath sets east

the rules for their usage. The ten yams since I wrens "Lieguktie and
Communicative Competence" I have pertly spot dradag and
supervising M.A. theses on speech acts and the tending of MOW
If native speakers after two years of intense study of thetesded ad
applied linguistics and sociolinguistics not only do net thardvss
know these rules but also find immense difficulties he amarkielne
and describing them, maybe we should be a link more caned due I
was ten years ago in globally prescribing a communicative se
petence approsch in language teething.

The difficulty of description does not =daily lie at the
theoretical level. Hymes' framework is hold"; up very well aid fur-
ther work, like Brown and Levinson (19711) add weld support.

The difficulty lies partially in the difficulty of aliened= and
collection of data and in the selection of variables which influence
language manifestations. Labov's paradox of how you observe un-
observed behavior is of concern here. At prevent a strident of mine is
studying rejoinders to thank you. Degree of tiormality is likely to be a
variable and she can in all likelihood collect data in Sitati(1111 where
setting will trigger register, tike court and church. But social dam is

also likely to be a variable and she simply will not be eble to un-
obstrusively observe in-group upper class behaviour in Pittsburgh.
This is not the piece to discuss how you deal with such problems but
they are very real and very much there.

Another difficulty lies with the variability of the com-
municitive competence rules. The range of rejoinders to thank you
surprises me, not just the American you are welcome (cialectiati
variation) but oh ha and OK (generational variation?), the latter
which I would until recently have denied as native usage. In order to
teach communicative competence, core norms, which are hard to
find, must be captured and given a significant generalization. What
happens very often is that teachers disagree with the rules in the text,
refuse to teach them and criticize the text, a situation which is very
confusing to the students. Teaching communicative corny .once is

not as simple as we once thought.
The second reason for my concern about teaching English for

communicative competence in a city like Singapore is the problem if
whose rules. In Pittsburgh that is easy. Our students in the EngLsh

7
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Language Listitute do need to learn general American rules for using

language in interaction and negotiating meaning in socially ap-
propriate ways. Our Latin American students need not only to know

the phrase for thank you but also that they shouldn't repeat it ten

times because then they sound insincere in English, and our Japanese

students will have to learn to turn down requests from superiors. A

while back I wanted to change an appointment with a doctoral stu-

dent who happened to be Japanese, asked if she could come right

after class instead of 2 p.m. as we had planned, she said yes and

came. Months later in a report to our sociolinguistic class, she

treated this episode as data, went or to relate that she had had a
luncheon date with a friend waiting on a street corner, but Japanese

rules made it impossible for her to say no to me. (Luckily the friend

was .capanese too and understood why she was stood up). I, of
course would never even think it noticeable if she had told me that

she had another appointment. The point of this anecdote is that

living in a specific culture, your life can become unnecessarily com-

plicated without attention to the communicative competence rules of

language.
When I lived in Lima and made an appointment with a Peru-

vian, I always said "Your rules or mine?" so I would know whether

to be on time or late. They always understood what I meant and

themselves routinely used the expressions bora latina, bora gringa

"'at in time, foreign time" for clarification. The point here is that one

set of rules was not perceived as better than another, it was simply a

practical matter of clearing noise in the channel, of functioning with

the same rules.
But for a Swede being on time is not just a practical concern

but one of moral implications. To be late is to show moral weakness,

and so it is with many of the communicative competence rules tnat

they don't only signal social meaning but that they also reflect the

values and belief system of the culture in which they are operative.

My Japanese student's inability to -.ay no to me was not just a ques-

tion of quaint etiquette but is solidly founded on Japanese worldview

and value system..
Now maybe you are beginning to see my concern. To insist in

Singapore that speakers behave with English in a way that is cultural-

ly appropriate in the United States and which reflects American

values is just plain silly. In the first place, there are perfectly

8
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legitimate and different British and Australian ways of using
English that cannot just be ignored. In the second pies, Basil* is
an official language in Singapore, and as Brod Kachra has stood for
years for Indian English, Singeporean English has a 1101 to let owl
life, to its own local communicative competence. To IMP aftyddat
else sounds to me very much like cultural imperiallan, aid 1 Imps
nobody took seriously the article of mine which RELC Milinked a
few years ago (1979). I recant. !think now that Snell* Woo every
bit as much to those who use it as a lingua franca, as a laaptiogs of
wider communication (LCW), as it does to the English-spmddag
peoples. The use of English in Singapore is an economic said political
statement of citizens of the flee world, not a cultural orientation
toward Britain or the United Stases.

In the third place, it is silly because it is unrealistic. Man
culture is enormously teladous, and even if every USIS and British
Council member descended on Singapore to preach the virtues of a
communicative competence approach in ESL, I doubt that it would
make any difference. People in Singapore r....e. India and Nigeria
and Hong Kong will go on speakhr4 English ..eith the com-
municative competence rules of their native tongue,' and 1 think we
should accept that fact as a positive state of affairs.

Finally, my third reason for concern applies to dl com-
municative language teaching, not just to matters of communicative
competence. It concerns teacher competencies. As Richards and
Rodgers (1981) discuss in an excellent article on methods of language
teaching, different methods require different roles of teachers and
students. In the audiolingual method, the teaches controlled all act-
ivities, and closely tied to his textbook, he conducted the orchestra of
his class. Breen and Candlin discuss the role of the teacher in a com-
municative approach which is to facilitate communication and act as
independent participant:

These roles imply a set of secondary roles for the teacher; first,
as an organizer of resources and as a rebource himself, second,
as a guide within the classroom procedures and activities...A
third role for the teacher is that of researcher and learner, with
much to contribute in terms of appropriate knowledge and
abilities, actual and observed experience of the nature of learn-
ing, and organizational capacities (1980:99).

9
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In short, what communicative language teaching requires (much as
the Direct Method did before it) in order to be effective is teachers
With near-native competence in English. It is all very well to have
communicative language teaching be the rage in Britain and the
United States where the teachers are native speakers of English but
quite another matter to export it to parts of the world which routine-
ly use non-native speakers in Eni,ish. I don't know how many of you
have ever taught a language you knew imperfectly but I remember
vividly teaching French in Pine Island, Minnesota. The textbook was
my lifeline and I certainly did not encourage student questions about
vocabulary items as the likelihood that I wouldn't know the answer
was high. It is just plain scary for teachers to be in front of a class
and not know what they are teaching. Add to the requirement of
teacher fluency in the target language, cultural values (Furey, 1980)
of saving face and the position of teachers in the social hierarchy,
(i.e. teachers command high respect and it is difficult for them to
admit to ignorance), and it seems to me that a great deal of caution is
needed in adopting a communicative approach in ESL in Southeast
Asia. A demoralized teacher corps is not conducive to effective
language teaching.

Effective Classroom Techniques
I suggested earlier that methods are not very important, so

maybe a method of communicative language teaching does not make
much difference. But I do think that techniques and procedures in
language teaching are important, that classroom activities and how
they are conducted will influence learning. I say that methods are not
important because there is no one to one relationship between
method and techniques. For instance, dialogs in language teaching
have been around since Si. Augustine's days and have been used in
different methods for different purposes.

What I would like to do at this point is to examine some
features of effective classroom activities from an unusual ethno-
graphic descriptive study of bilingual education. I want to do this in
order to see how many of these features we find in communicative
language learning. The Significant Bilingual Instructional Features
(SBIF) study is a three-year study, funded by the (U.S.) National In-
stitute of Education, and just completed. The intent of the study is
"to provide important information that will increase understanding

10
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of bilingual instruction, and subsequently Increase opportudidsts for
students with limited or no proficiency in English to participate fully
and successfully in the educational process" (Tikunoff, 19.9:v). It
will eventually become available though ERIC, but in the thitestinsI
would like to share some of the findings and their 'mikados for
ESL and communicative language teaching as I think it is an Wpm%
tant study.

In contrast to all the experimental -design, psyebeasitrie
studies of language teaching methods, this study identified mow
ful teachers' and then observed their fifty -eight daemons for
significant Instructional features'. Five features IMO found to be
significant and they all have to do wilt teaching behaviors other
than curriculum or materials. (See Appendix.) "Reprdiess of
variation in programmes, curriculum and materials, school district
policies, philosophies of instruction, and ethnolinguisdc groups,
the teachers in the sample exhibited all five features frequently and
consistently" (Tikunoff, 1983:6). It may be fashionable to
minimize the teacher's role in the classroom, but I think it as a
serious mistake. The SBIF study documents beyond any reasonable
doubt the importa.tce of teacher behavior, no of methods and
materials but of classroom procedures and activities.

In discussing the SBIF findings, I will extrapolate those
features which relate to language learning. The SBIF study was con-
cerned with successful learning in general.

In reading through the fifteen documents of the study, my
sttongest impression was that the most important teaching cheracier.
istic is efficient classroom management. I think most of us would
agree that one of the teacher's major roles is to structure the Wald
environment so that the students can learn, which is what good close
room management does. Good teaching allows for both learning and
acquisition.9 Learning would include activities which focused on
form, such as reading aloud in English with the focus OP sound-
symbol relationship, working with vocabulary cards, copying
sentences where the right word had to be filled in (these activities are
taken from the SBIF study), while acquisition presumably takes
place during activities where the focus is on the content or Laction
of iangusge, such as free compositions, role plays, and interaction
activities. The acquisition process is in fact tne major theoretical ra-
tionale for a communicative approach, and the evidence is quite clear
that without a stage of language use for communication, language
teaching is not very efficient (Savignon, 1971; Swain, 1983). It is the

11
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teacher's job to arrange for both types of activities in the clessroom.
Good teachers make very clear what tasks and exercises they

sct and what the students must do to accomplish these tasks. They

were careful to explain, outline, summarize and review. The teachers

also gave a lot of attention to vocabulary work. In second language
acquisition, learners probably focus on vocabulary and then work

out the semantic relationship between lexical items (and the gram-

mar) from their pragmatic knowledge of the real world. In any case,

it is clear from the SBIF study that good teachers spend a lot of

energy, their own and students', on vocabulary development. The
easiest way for a student to understand the meaning of a new we-1 in

the L2 is through translat on to his mother tongue, and tht: SBIF
teachers routinely used the children's mother tongue if they got lost

or confused. Half the time this was to individual students and it was

a reiteration or translation of what they had not understood in

English the first time. Clearly the ESL teacher needs to exercise judg-

ment here. We certainly don't want long linguistic lectures in the LI

but on the other hand we don't want long linguistic lectures in
English either. If a gloss or two or a brief sentence in the LI would
save time and clarify, 11*.*n I think it is justified. If some students get
lost during a roleplay, then a quick sotto voce LI explanation might
be helpful. What is perfectly clear is that the students must under-

stand what is going on.
They must also work. The SBIF study measured Academic

Learning Time (ALT), the time a student is productively engaged in

completing assigned tasks at a relatively high rate of accuracy. These

students were productively engaged for as much as 82 per cent of the

time, which is amazingly high in that it only allows he teacher 18 per

cent of the time for instruction, explanations, di actions, etc. The
most common fault of language teachers is teacher talk. The most
appealing aspect of communicative language teaching is that the very

method dictates against teacher talk. (And I have also had teachers

who say that they don't like to do role plays witl. their class because
it leaves them out, they are not center of the stage any more.) But

whatever the method, it is the students who need to process
language, not the teacher. Swain argues convincingly in a recent

paper than comprehensible output is as necessary a source foi- gram-

matical acquisition as is comprehensible input (1983). Good
language teachers keep their students working hard on tasks they

understand and which are intrinsically interesting to them.

Now the truth of the matter is that most normal people don't
find language learning tasks very interesting. One of the advantages

of communicative language teaching is that many of the classroom

12
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activities are a lot more interring than grammar drib and fiBln-
the-siot exercises so that whether or not the students learn any more,
Motivation anti attention remain higher. But any activity done too
long or too (limn will stale and that is eery bit m triode& plays as
of dialogs. The answer lies with a multiple of activities and selvage
of pee. Keeping students working hard iml willingly on talk is very

much the art of teaching but it also takes carehd pleating and Mtn-

lure.
Good tee .11e.s ahr .nake sure that students know what ow

stitutes socresidul performance so that they know edites they are
achieving success or they are given access to information Am* how
to achieve success. ALT specifies a high degree of accuracy and the

sBir findings are the "students who are repondiag inoorraolEfr o a
task need immediate feedback concerning those mamas
off, I963b, !2). This is true for reading and mathematics, but
linguists see errors as an inevitable by-product of second language
acquisition. This leaves the question of what teachers us supposed
'o do with errors in the classroom.

One ariment is immediate feedback and correction, as the
study findings suggest. The opposite is argued by Terrell (1961) who
claims that students will learn only if they feel secure effectively and
that therefore error correction is ineffectual and Million creeds* and
that students should be left alone to mtperimenn creatively with the

second language. There are no experimental data on the role of error
correction in L2 acqui;!tion in bilingual eduoition so once again the
ESL teacher has to make decisions based on judgment rather dun
fact.

The guidelines we use for correction in the Ensii:h Language
Institute are the following: If the error is directly part of the teaching

point, whether formal like the pronunciation of plurals of Nnctional
like the use of present habitual or present progressive, it is helpful in
clarifying input to provide immediate feedback and correction. I
don't believe that error correction needs to be tension creating; er-
rors and correction are part of school life. But when errors occur
incidentally to what is being taught, and they don't interfere with
communication or classroom procedures, then I think they are not

very important and can be safely ignored. As usual, tact and com-

mon sense will tell us mc e about error correction than research w'll

at the present.

Conclusion
In conclusion, the findings from the S13IF study make the fol-

13
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lowing reflections seem feasible. Good teachers do make a dil
Terence. Methods and materials'0 are not as important as principle
of ;meaningful and interesting activities, on-task focus, clear activit
objectives and comprehensible feedback. To the degree that teacher
can incorporate these principles in their classroom activities, thei
stuaents should learn English, but it seems that communicativ
language teaching by its nature already does or easily can incorporat
all of these features. A communicative competence approach t
language teaching in Singapore may not be very sensible, but hope
fully an approach to language teaching which incorporates genuin
commu.-47.:;on in the classroom will prove to be more than a fad

NOTES

I I don't want to get side tracked into discussing methods but it is clear that ell
ferent methods do different things: the notional/functionalsyllabus specifies tit
teaching points but with no word about HOW to teach them; communit
counselling learning modifies the role of relationship itetweer. teacher and studen
into counselor aril client but leaves syllabus unspecified; gramr.ritranslatica
specified both teaching minus and activities but nest( dealt with how the lead*
would get that mass of linguistic information (often faulty) acrrss to dii
students. The audiolingual method was rare in its attention to all aspects 6i
language teaching: syllabus, teacher behasiour, student behaviour, classroon
activities, linguistic description, and indeed what went on in the heads of tilt
students

Communicative language teaching as a method specifies the nature o the
classroom interaction/arm kit.% and sometimes the teaching points (rAimarily itt
the units of speech acts( (e g., Munby, 1976)

Francis Johnson points out that since methods in fact attempt different
things, it is frequently misleading to compare method',. His point is that a
method whit h has its main objective helping children learn language acquisition
strategies snould not be compared with a method whose objective is the
memorization of vocabulary and grammar rules, using the same criteria of
evaluation (personal communication, April, lc$4). I quite agree

2 The first being that methods do different things and are therefore difficult to
compare on the same results.

3 The reasons for that vogue is another matter. The need for new dissertation
topics and tenure is one probable reason. I suspect teachers just plain get bored
doing the same thing year in and year out, i e., classroom experimentation as a
way of self renewal.

4 My own prefer mce fr, adult learners is for :1 syllabus organized act riding to a
structuralilinguism content, where the criteria for selection and sequencing of
patterns derive from functions firmly grounded in situations whist: i on
a needs assessment where r ible.

5 More (ban five minutes past I he appointed time is beginning to h- itch
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Olt second timing h difficult in the modern wand, Suedes With *re dety aid
walk around the block so that they can enter et the a*

& Or some combination of mks al local Itherages.
/. The teachers were nominated as suceeseRd by principah. Metes* pawns.
8. To be signifkiat, an instructional halm had to mast feit diking PIMA km

to be relevant in the research %wafture is 4nne at positive haleaelielli maw
quotas for LEP students. Second. it had to have otherred Rapid, u le a
high degree in die doses. Third, it most have lase ithrtifleil by pairs ki the
ample daring their ark* of their can idannikth r Wks
significant....Fourth, during an**, features or &Awe of heaths NM to be
associated with dmirabie conesquences for LEP sasioNs" (Math" Mk*

9. Learning is the result A teaching while eoqukidon realer hem Ike slaiwre pro-
cosine of maninghil Waage input. (Kreshes, 1981). Many believe that sekh-
out the opportunity for acquisition. a second imam, is not lady to be
mustered.

10. This is only rue for ocean* leachers who hove nedve-ike fluor/ la the tweet
know. Teacher: with less than native-like fkrency tend to rely heavily an their
textbooks.
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APPFNI)IX

Five Instructional Features
The five instructional features identified in Part I as significant

for the instruction of LEP students ar d---.-ibed as follows.
I. Successful teachers of LEP students _ ....bit a congruence of in-

structional intent, organization and delivery of inNirucion, and
student consequences. They specify task outcomes and what
students must do to accomplish tasks competently. In addition,
they communicate (a) high expectations for LEP students in
terms of learning, and (b) a sense of efficacy in terms of their
own ability to teach.

2. Successful teachers of LEP students, like effective teachers
generally, exhibit use of "active teaching" behaviours which
have been found to be related to increase student performance
on academic tests of achievement in reading and mathematics.
These active teaching behaviours include (a) communicating
clearly when giving directions, specifying tasks, and presenting
new information communication may involve such
strategies as explaining, outlining, or demonstrating; (b) ob-
taining and maintaining students' engagement :n instructional
tasks by pacing instruction appropriately, promoting involve-
ment, and communicating their expectations for students' suc-
cess in completing instructional tacks; (c) monitoring sti.Jents'
prog'ess and (d) providing immediate feedback whenever re-
quired regarding the students' success.

3. Successful teachers of LEP students mediate instruction for
LEP students by the 11W of the students' native language (LI)
and English (1.2) for instruction, alternating between the two
languages whenever necessary to ensure clarity of instruction
for LEP students.

4 Successful teachers of LEP students mediate instruction for
LEP students by the integration of English language develop-
ment with basic skills instruction, focusing on !EP students ac-
quiring English terms for concepts and lesson content even
when LI is used for a portion of the instruction.

5. Successful teachers of I.EP students mediate instruction in a
third way by the use of information from the !,E1' students'
home culture. They (a) utilite cultural referents during instruc-
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lion, (b) orpnize instruction to build upon partidpint struc-
tures from the LEP students' home culture, and (c) obssrve the
values and norms of the LEP students' home culture even as
the norms of the majority culture are being taught.

Source: (Tikunoff, 1983: 6-7)
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